
A Full Night of  Flatfielded, 

Debiased, Dedarked Images  

Remove compression to 

create standard fits 

Make filename human-

readable 

Incorporate new astrometry.net 

WCS from 2MASS and USNO-B1 

Mark and mask known 

bad pixels and columns 

Identify lowest known 

good pixel value and 

mark lower values bad. 

Identify and mark 

bad cosmic rays 

(LACosmics) 

Create preview images 
Run SCAMP on failed 

astrometry.net images 

Adjust the header to allow usage 

with most major pro, pro-am and 

amateur packages 

Linux and Python-based, although also relies on the software of many others.  

Images distributed to individual    

users’ google drive or dropbox. 

Colour imaging starts here. 

Automated Photometry 

DaoPhot  

Aperture Photometry Tool  

DoPhot 

PSFEx 

Sextractor  

Photometry distributed to individual   

sers’ google drive or dropbox. Variable 

star research can start here. 

Standard Stars are detected in 

the photometry. 

Photometric solution 

automatically calculated 

Calibrated all-sky solution for each star   

observed over the night calculated and 

incorporated into a UBVRI and a ugriz  

catalogue 

Catalogue is crossmatched with 

2MASS, WISE, UCAC4, APASS, SDSS and 

PPMXL to create  a combined cata-

logue. Calibrated stellar photometry 

research starts here. Also provides ro-

bust calibration for extended source 

photometry studies 

Perform optimal bad 

pixel infill algorithm. 

 
Education 

Pipeline 
One of the major problems preventing teachers and students interacting with robotic telescopes is being able to interact with the 

data on their computers. Users are typically on Windows-based machines, teachers usually have less developed I.T. skills and 

there is minimal available time in class for unnecessary problem-solving. Provision of data has to be high quality, bulletproof and 

meet the needs of the education users. While to us, as professionals and pro-amateurs, the extended reduction proce-

dure from raw  image from the camera to final data product is typically interesting and educational, for the vast ma-

jority of educators requiring this is a heavy blocking factor, not least because the tools either require an extended steep learning 

curve or cost a premium if the tool is even available on the educator’s platform of choice. Our Solar Siblings aims to facilitate the 

participation of all educators in the use of robotic telescopes to teach astronomy, not just those w ith more advanced 

I.T. skills or at more privileged well-resourced institutions. This relies on the provision of fully reduced and clean data products at 

various levels that allow educators to focus on scientific and data analysis questions rather than get permanently bogged in the 

reduction procedure. The pipeline produces data products that are scientific grade acceptable for top-tier journals. 

THE PIPELINE 

Photometry catalogues for each image 

for each method generated. 

Intercomparisons of all the photometric methods. 

DAOPhot always has highest S/N and greatest depth, 

although it has higher image quality requirements. 

DoPhot (PSF) and Aperture Photometry Tool are very 

robust and produce good results. PSFEx is *usually* 

good but sometimes shows wonky results. SExtractor 

is usually the lowest S/N and frequently has problem-

atic sky estimations.  
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